Quarter Car Active Suspension System Control using Fuzzy Controller tuned by PSO
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ABSTRACT
The objective of this paper is to design an efficient control scheme for car suspension system. The purpose of suspension system in automobiles is to improve more comfortable riding and good handling with road profile. A nonlinear hydraulic actuator is added to passive suspension system in parallel with damper. The Particles Swarm Optimization (PSO) is used to design a Fuzzy controller for active suspension system. The designed controller is applied for quarter car suspension system and result is compared with passive suspension system model. Simulation results show good performance for the designed controller.
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1. INTRODUCTION
At the begging it should be know what the suspension system in car is, by classifying suspension systems into three types (passive, simi-active and active). Figures (1-3) below show the three types of Quarter car suspension system and hydraulic actuator position in the system. [1]

Fig 1: Passive Quarter Car Model

Fig 2: Simi-active Quarter Car Model

Fig 3: Active Quarter Car Model

These dumpers are used to decrease the effect of road profile and vibration effects into driver and passenger’s cabin. In active suspension system there are used three parts under spring mass (body of car), spring, damper and hydraulic actuator connected in parallel. In this paper an additional parts is added to passive suspension system in parallel with springs and dumpers called a hydraulic actuator to get an active suspension system. This hydraulic actuator is used a nonlinear part and it is controlled by spool valve. The mechanism of this actuator is to decrease the effect road profile and vibration from passive suspension system to get more comfortable riding. By using fuzzy logic controller (FLC) trained by Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to find optimal values of scaling gains in each inputs and output, and optimal position for centers of membership function. MATLAB/Simulink will be use to simulate a quarter car...
model and auto tuning FLC parameters by PSO algorithm. Mathematical equations can be represented as the quarter car model and then simulated in MATLAB. Also, by comparison with passive suspension system’s response the best response can be reached by tuning for FLC using PSO. Kurniawan Eka Permana and Siti Zaiton Mohd Hashim [2] found out FLC membership function in manual properly is time losing, results may be have errors and difficult, especially it depends on an expert. FLC tuned by PSO algorithm give us a successfully prove to find optimal position of membership function centers automatically. Yu Yang, Wen-Ge Wang, De-Jie Yu and Ge Ding [3] got effective results more than PID controller that used in active suspension system. A. A. Al-Dair and W. J. Wang [4] deduce the active suspension system output (vibration in passenger’s cabin) in nero-fuzzy case is better than output of Fractional Order PID (FOPID) in stability, performance and good handling. M. V. C. Rao and V. Prahad [10] got a results better ride comfort. Also, fuzzy controller has wide range of parameters but they attend to demonstrate results in active suspension system. M. M. Salem, and Ayman A. Aly [12] used PID and fuzzy controllers and they proved that the second one is better than the first one, and may be used in future as manufacture basis to product vehicle with modern active suspension system. Simulation and results of the active suspension system with fuzzy logic controller also show the improved stability, good handling performance of the quarter car model. Zhaolong Cao [13] arrived to the analysis of simulation that give good performance of active suspension compared with passive suspension system. The comfortable riding and handling has been improved. The universe of the variables for fuzzy control depend on fuzzy inference can improve the control environment of active suspension system.

2. MODELING OF ACTIVE SUSPENSION SYSTEM OF QUARTER CAR MODEL

The quarter car model shown below in Figure (4), is used for active suspension system.

![Quarter Car Model active suspension system](image)

Now by Newton’s laws quarter car model active suspension system can be written as shown in the following equations:

**Spring mass part**

\[ M_s \ddot{x}_s + K_s (x_s - x_u) + C_s (\dot{x}_s - \dot{x}_u) - F = 0 \]  

**Unspring mass part**

\[ M_u \ddot{x}_u + C_t (\dot{x}_u - \dot{r}) - K_s (x_s - x_u) - C_s (\dot{x}_s - \dot{x}_u) + F = 0 \]

A three land four-way spool valve is based on the hydraulic actuator in this design [4], [8], [9].

\[ P_l = -\beta P_l - \alpha A_p (x_s - x_u) + \gamma x_v \sqrt{P_s - P_l \text{sgn}(x_v)} \]

Where:

- \( P_s \): Supply pressure.
- \( x_v \): Spool displacement of servo valve.
- \( x_v \): Valve displacement.
- \( U_m \): Control signal to Spool.
- \( F \) = PI Ap

\( Ap \): Cross section area of actuator piston [4].

Now, to get state space forms define the following:

Let:

\[ X_1 = x_s - x_u \]
\[ X_2 = x_s \]
\[ X_3 = x_u - r \]
\[ X_4 = \dot{x}_s \]
\[ X_5 = \dot{x}_u \]
\[ X_6 = \dot{r} \]

By subscribe the above assumptions, state space equations became.

\[ \dot{X}_1 = X_2 - X_4 \]  
\[ \dot{X}_2 = -\frac{K_s}{M_s} X_1 - \frac{C_s}{M_s} X_2 + \frac{C_s}{M_s} X_4 + \frac{A_p}{M_s} X_5 \]  
\[ \dot{X}_3 = X_4 \]  
\[ \dot{X}_4 = -\frac{K_u}{M_u} X_3 - \frac{C_s}{M_u} X_4 + \frac{K_s}{M_u} X_1 + \frac{C_s}{M_u} \dot{X}_2 - \frac{C_s}{M_u} X_4 - \frac{A_p}{M_u} X_5 \]
\[ \dot{X}_5 = -\beta X_5 - \alpha A_p X_2 + \gamma x_v \sqrt{P_s - X_5 \text{sgn}(x_v)} \]
\[ \dot{X}_6 = \frac{1}{\tau} (U_m - X_6) \]

3. FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLER (FLC)

Two inputs body speed \( \dot{x}_s \) and body acceleration \( \ddot{x}_s \) in fuzzy logic controller used with quarter active suspension system and one output represents actuator spool valve signal. FLC consists of three levels first one is fuzzification, second level fuzzy inference and the third level represent defuzzification. Crisp number applied to FLC should be converted to a number between (0, 1) with respect to its value, this operation called Fuzzification and this is done by based on fuzzy rule table depending on physical system’s prosperities, this process called fuzzy inference. After taking the decision from fuzzy rule, FLC gives an output, defuzzification process will be given to the system as crisp value from FLC [11]. Figure 5 below describe quarter car active suspension system with FLC and speed of sprung mass as an error feedback.
Fig 5: Quarter car active suspension system with FLC

The block fuzzy controller in fig. 5 is shown in fig.6

Fig 6: Contents of fuzzy controller

Figure 6 contain three gains, two at input lines (error and change of error) and third one in the output line. These gains represent scaling factors.

4. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Put forward by Dr. Eberhart and Dr. Kennedy in 1995 [13], they took over from the bird predation behavior as a simulation, by tracking two “extreme” to upgrade their position and velocity they will start with initializing a random population where each particle in the population shows a potential solution to solve the problem. Each one of the iteration has its right position and speed for every particle.

To find the optimal solution every individual extreme value will be chosen respectively. The local positions are generated through iterations and themselves lead us to the global position. Each individual particle i has the following details. A current position in problem surrounding, $x_i$, a current velocity, $v_i$, and a best position in problem surrounding, $p_i$. The best position, $p_i$, corresponds to the position in problem surrounding where the smallest error is referred as particle i as defined by function. The lowest error among the particles value is the global best position $p_{gb}$[13]. When it finds the best extreme value by the formula (12), (13) it will automatically upgrade position and speed.

$$v_{i+1} = w \cdot v_i + c1 \cdot rand \cdot (p_{best_i} - x_i) + c2 \cdot rand \cdot (gbest - x_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

$$x_{i+1} = x_i + v_{i+1} \hspace{1cm} (13)$$

Steps in PSO algorithm can be listed as below:

1. Our work will start by assuming a random position to each particle in the swarm.
2. Calculating the fitness function (mean square error in this paper) for each particle.
3. Comparing each particle’s fitness with its $p_{best}$, result can be gotten from the better current value to assign it as the $p_{best}$.
4. The result of the best fitness value refers as guest and its position as $p_{gb}$.
5. Upgrading values of the velocities and positions of all the particles using (1) and (2).
6. Back to steps 2–5 until maximum number of iteration stops for a sufficiently right fitness value. [14].

5. FLC OPTIMIZED BY PSO

Optimization technique uses PSO algorithm to find optimal positions for output membership function of FLC and find optimal value for output gain to get suitable response for quarter car active suspension system. Figure 7 shows quarter car model with FLC optimized by PSO algorithm. Also, figure 6 uses two inputs gain as normalization factors to keep $e(t)$ and $ce(t)$ within the range of (-1, 1).

Fig 7: Quarter car active suspension system with FLC

Optimized by PSO algorithms

The following algorithm in figure 8 are applied in this paper to find optimal values for both gains and membership function MSF positions.
Quarter car model active suspension system’s parameters used in the simulation are listed in table 1 [4].

Table 1. Quarter car model active suspension system’s parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_s$</td>
<td>19960</td>
<td>N/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_t$</td>
<td>175500</td>
<td>N/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_s$</td>
<td>1290</td>
<td>N. sec/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_t$</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>N. sec/m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PSO algorithm parameters are number of birds is hundred birds, number of iterations is one hundred twenty five iterations, inertia weight factor is 0.9, social constant and cognitive constant $c_1, c_2$ respectively are ordered by when they summed together result should be equal to or less than 4. The proposed membership functions which is used in this controller are shown in figure 9.

Each membership function ($e, ce$ and $op$) consists of seven fuzzy set and can be named as Negative Big (NB), Negative Medium (NM), Negative Small (NS), Zero (Z), Positive Big (PB), Positive Medium (PM) and Positive Small (PS). Fuzzy rules can be shown in table 2.

Table 2: Rules of Fuzzy output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$e$</th>
<th>NB</th>
<th>NM</th>
<th>NS</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>PM</th>
<th>PB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$ce$</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>NM</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ce$</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>NM</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>PS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ce$</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>NM</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ce$</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>NM</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>PM</td>
<td>PB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ce$</td>
<td>PM</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>PM</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>PB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ce$</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>PM</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>PB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The values of gains that were used for inputs of FLC are (2.5) and (4.2) for eG and ceG respectively. The scaling gain opG represents output gain yielded from PSO algorithm and equal to (25.8077), additional to optimal centers for output membership function shown in figure 10. From this figure the difference between proposed and optimal output membership functions is clear since the positions for centers are moved along x-axis. This algorithm is specialized to find out just output membership function centers and output gain opG, so with more complicated systems can change this algorithm to find out inputs and output centers also of FLC.

By applying another input road profile type (sinusoidal) with 0.01 m amplitude, figure 13 below shows the difference between passive and FLC response

![Figure 13: Vertical travel for FLC and passive quarter car model with sinusoidal road profile](image)

Figure 13 represents Mean square error MSE with number of iterations, when PSO algorithm works MSE started with error equal to 15.867. The error is decreased during PSO work till 3.92*10^{-3} at the end of these iterations.

6. CONCLUSION

FLC controller is designed by PSO for quarter car active suspension system model to improve more comfortable ride comparison with passive model, by increasing iterations in PSO algorithm to find optimal position for centers of MSF it has been noticed that the sprung mass displacement has been reduced around by 96.53% which shows good improvement in ride comfort and sprung mass and good handing. The theory shown in this paper should be applied for half and full nonlinear active suspension systems by improving the system’s FLC to decrease vibration that comes from road profile. The idea used in this paper is seeking for optimal centers of MSF, it can developed by seeking for optimal bases and centers together of MSF or just bases of MSF, all these items need more parameters and will be more complicated in PSO algorithm’s design.
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